
Make your own callipers 

You will need: 

• A ruler with a square rather than bevelled 

or tapered edge 

• Two old store loyalty cards or similar 

• A plastic drinking straw 

• Two plastic hooks with bases 
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Instructions: 

1. Using some strong glue, secure the 0cm end of the ruler to the top of one 

of the store cards. Make sure the 0cm line sits exactly on the right hand edge 

of the store card. 

2. Stick the pad onto the store card so that it sits up against the ruler edge. 

3. Using the strong glue, secure one of the plastic hooks on top of both the 

pad and the ruler. The right hand edge of the hook should sit exactly on the 

0cm line. The hook should point away from the ruler. 

4. Cut two sections of the drinking straw. Each should be around 45mm long, 

or such that it sits comfortably within the shortest dimension of the store 

card. Each section should be slit along their length. 

5. Open the straws along their slits and place each section of straw on either 

side of the ruler. Using the strong glue attach the base of the straws to the 

second store card. The left hand edge of the straw sections need to be against 

the left hand edge of the store card. Be careful not to get any glue on the ruler 

itself - the straws and the card need to pass freely along the ruler. 
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You will need: 

• Small pad, such as a 

furniture floor protector 

• Scissors 

• Strong glue 

 

6. Using the strong glue, attach the 

second hook on top of the straws so 

that it is pointing in the opposite 

direction to the first. The edge of the 

hook needs to align exactly with the left 

hand edge of the store card. 


